The decoding of a sensory or motor variable from neural activity benefits from a known ground truth against 2 which decoding performance can be compared. In contrast, the decoding of covert, cognitive neural activity, 3 such as occurs in memory recall or planning, typically cannot be compared to a known ground truth. As a 4 result, it is unclear how decoders of such internally generated activity should be configured in practice. We 5 suggest that if the true code for covert activity is unknown, decoders should be optimized for generalization 6 performance using cross-validation. Using ensemble recording data from hippocampal place cells, we show 7 that this cross-validation approach results in different decoding error, different optimal decoding parameters, 8 and different distributions of error across the decoded variable space. In addition, we show that a minor 9 modification to the commonly used Bayesian decoding procedure, which enables the use of spike density 10 functions, results in substantially lower decoding errors. These results have implications for the interpreta-11 tion of covert neural activity, and suggest easy-to-implement changes to commonly used procedures across 12 domains, with applications to hippocampal place cells in particular. 13 65 (Zhang et al., 1998; Johnson and Redish, 2007; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013).
Introduction 14
The decoding of neural activity is a powerful and ubiquitous approach to understanding information process-15 ing in the brain. Decoding is typically cast as a mapping from neural data to a sensory or motor variable, shape of this bias. Finally, we show that regardless of the type of split used, decoding accuracy can be im-64 proved by relaxing the assumption of integer spike counts used in the common Bayesian decoding procedure Overview. Our main approach is to employ a standard memoryless Bayesian decoder, common to all anal-139 yses and described below. We will vary first, the nature of different splits in the data between "training" and 140 "testing", and second, parameters associated with the estimation of input firing rates (spike density functions) 141 and input tuning curves (the "encoding model"). In all these cases, the output of the decoding procedure is, 142 for each time bin, a probability distribution over (linearized) position, given the observed spiking activity. 143 Bayesian decoding. We use the canonical Bayesian decoder (Brown et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1998) , 144 specifically the one-step, "memoryless" version with a uniform spatial prior. This procedure (reviewed in 145 detail elsewhere; Johnson et al. 2009; van der Meer et al. 2010; Kloosterman et al. 2014) , along with the key 146 parameters varied in this study, is illustrated in Figure 2 . The decoded locationx for a given time bin we took 147 to be the mode of the posterior (location with the highest probability; maximum a posteriori). A decoding 148 error can then be defined as the distance to the true position E bins (t) = |x(t) −x(t)|. Because x has the unit 149 of bins, this quantity is converted into a worst-case error in centimeters as follows:
where b is the bin size in cm (we used 3 cm for the results reported here, and a time bin τ = 25 ms). Both 151 the estimation of tuning curves (the encoding model, described below) and the decoding of spike data were 152 Figure 2: Schematic of the Bayesian decoding scheme. The overall workflow follows the canonical procedure based on the common assumptions of Poisson-distributed spike counts around mean firing rates given by stable tuning curves, and independence between neurons. Crucial variables in the results reported here are (1) the split in the data between trials used for estimating tuning curves ("encoding spikes") and trials used for decoding ("decoding spikes"; see Figure 3 for a detailed explanation), (2) the width of the Gaussian kernel σ T C used to smooth the tuning curves (the empirically determined mapping from location to firing rate for each recorded neuron), and (3) the width of the Gaussian kernel σ Q used to obtain the spike density functions used as the input to the decoder.
restricted to data when the animal was running (≥ 5 cm/s).
153
We use this decoding procedure here because it has become the de facto standard in the hippocampal place 154 cell literature (Kloosterman et al., 2014; Silva et al., 2015; Grosmark and Buzsaki, 2016) ; however, the 155 manipulations in the present study (discussed below) are general and can be straightforwardly applied to 156 other decoding methods such as optimal linear decoding, regression-based methods and general-purpose classifiers such as support vector machines, et cetera (Pereira et al., 2009; Pillow et al., 2011; Deng et al., 158 2015) .
159
Cross-validation. The data used for the estimation of the encoding model (tuning curves; "training data") 160 may be the same as the data used for decoding and error estimation ("testing data"), but this need not be 161 the case (Figure 3) . We systematically compare different splits between training and testing data, focusing 162 on three specific cases: same-trial decoding (decode each individual trial based on tuning curves obtained 163 from that same trial; Figure 3A ), next-trial decoding (decode each individual trial based on tuning curves 164 from the next trial; Figure 3C ) and leave-one-out decoding (decode each trial based on tuning curves from 165 all trials except the one being decoded; Figure 3D ). Decoding errors reported are always for a specific split 166 and this will be reported in the text; note that for all splits used here, each trial is decoded separately, using 167 tuning curves obtained from a set of encoding trials specific to the trial being decoded (this is unlike all-to-all 168 decoding, Figure 3B , in which the same set of all encoding trials is used for every decoding trial Poisson-distributed requires integer spike counts for the estimation of P (s|x) ( Figure 2 ). However, this 173 means that there will be effects of binning, which will become more prominent as the time window (bin) size 174 τ becomes smaller. For instance, if bins only contain 0 or 1 spike, then which side of a bin edge a spike falls 175 on can potentially have a large effect. This issue is prominent in many aspects of spike train analysis, and is 176 typically addressed by convolving the raw spike train to obtain a spike density function (SDF), an estimate 177 of firing rate which varies continuously in time (Cunningham et al., 2009; Kass et al., 2014) .
178
To make the standard Bayesian decoding equations compatible with non-integer spike density functions, 179 we note that the denominator n i ! does not depend on x and can therefore be absorbed into a normalization here, we obtain spike density functions by convolving raw spike trains with a Gaussian kernel with SD σ Q , 182 discretized at a resolution of 25 ms (the τ in Figure 2 ).
183
A possible side effect of using this procedure on the decoding spikes only (i.e. not on the spikes used to 184 estimate the tuning curves, described below) is that firing rate-stimulus combinations that are inconsistent 185 across the ensemble become more likely, e.g. for every individual location x i in space, there is at least one 186 neuron that assigns P (x i |n) = 0 (such cases result in the white areas in Figure 4 ; only sessions in which at 187 least 80% of samples could be decoded were included, except when indicated explicitly in the text 195 These are the tuning curves, which taken together across all neurons can be thought of as an encoding model, 196 i.e. the mapping from stimulus values to neural activity. We estimate tuning curves non-parametrically from 
201
Inventory of behavioral and neural measures used. Figure 9 shows the distribution, across locations, of a 202 number of behavioral and neural measures which we relate to decoding accuracy. We explain how these are 203 computed in turn.
204
• Occupancy (in seconds; time spent at each location on the track) is computed simply by binning video 205 tracking samples and multiplying the sample counts by the length of each video frame (1/30 s).
206
• Place fields are detected based on session tuning curves, when a contiguous area of at least 15cm is 207 associated with a minimum firing rate of 5 Hz, and a mean firing rate of no more than 10 Hz. For each 208 field (contiguous area) the location of the field is taken to be the neuron's maximum firing rate in in 209 the field. hippocampal place cells. In particular, we applied different splits to the data, partitioning it into "training" 226 data from which tuning curves were estimated, and "testing" data from which decoding accuracy was de-227 termined (a type of cross-validation). In addition, we varied parameters associated with the estimation of 228 tuning curves and firing rates (σ T C and σ Q in Figure 2 ).
229
Our motivation for exploring different data splits is the question of how internally generated sequences (e.g.
230

14
"replays") of neural activity can be decoded in a principled manner. For such sequences, the true mapping 231 from neural activity to stimulus space is generally unknown; after all, there is no true stimulus value to which 232 decoded output can be compared. Under these conditions, decoders should be optimized for generalization 233 performance, i.e. performance on "testing" data not used to "train" the decoder. In statistics and machine 234 learning, such cross-validation is routinely used to prevent overfitting (Hawkins, 2004; Alpaydin, 2014) .
235
Applied to the problem of decoding covert sequences, this concept suggests that we choose the decoder 236 which performs best on input data from trials not included in the estimation of tuning curves. Thus, we use 237 data from withheld trials as a proxy for internally generated sequences, such that we can estimate how well 238 various decoders are likely to perform on actual covert sequences.
239
Specifically, applied to decoding neural data collected across a number of repeated trials, as is the case here . We refer to this approach as "tautological" because the same data is used for both. It 245 is possible to do this at different levels of granularity, for instance going down to the single trial level by 246 decoding each individual trial based on tuning curves from that trial ( Figure 3A) , while maintaining the 247 property that the same data is used for tuning curve estimation and decoding.
248
Overall effects of different decoding configurations on accuracy 249 We found that the best outright decoding performance (as quantified by the error relative to true location) 250 was obtained using such tautological decoding. "Same-trial" decoding performed best of all data splits tested 251 ( Figure 4A ; average decoding error 5.42 ± 1.02 cm for the best-performing parameters; standard error across 252 subjects). However, if the goal is to optimize decoding performance on trials not included in the training set, 253 15 the picture changes. Decoding using the next trial resulted in a decoding error ∼4-fold worse than the same-254 trial decoding (19.19 ± 2.85 cm; Figure 4B ). Leave-one-out decoding was intermediate between these two 255 (11.25 ± 1.58 cm; Figure 4C ), a pattern that held across a wide range of decoding parameters (see also 256 Figure 5 for specific comparisons). to be decoded (e.g. a kernel with 5 ms SD) can result in substantial improvements in decoding performance 263 compared to no temporal smoothing (up to 2-fold; see Figure 5 for a close-up of this effect). Second, 264 best decoding accuracy almost invariably required some smoothing of the tuning curves, even when the 265 leave-one-out procedure ensured many trials were used for tuning curve estimation. Third, the parameters 266 yielding optimal decoding accuracy differed between data splits; note for instance how the dark gray area 267 (corresponding to low decoding error) is shifted towards the top left for Figure 4A compared to Figure 4C .
268
Thus, different data splits interact with decoding parameters to produce overall decoding accuracy.
269
To show more clearly the data in Figure 4 for selected parameter combinations of interest, we plotted sep-270 arately the raw decoding error (Figure 5A -C) and decoding error normalized to same-trial decoding within 271 each recording session ( Figure 5D ). Including units with questionable isolation quality decreased decoding 272 error across all conditions (compare Figure 5A-B ; see Methods and Table 1 for unit counts), and we there- was particularly large for larger smoothing (for which, in turn, overall decoding accuracy was better), for no 278 or minimal smoothing, next-trial and leave-one-out decoding tended not to differ.
279
Effect of trial numbers on decoding accuracy 280 Given that leave-one-out decoding performed as well or better than next-trial decoding, we can ask how this 281 effect depends on the number of trials included in the leave-one-out procedure. This can be of practical 282 importance in determining the number of trials of behavioral sampling will be sufficient for decoding dur- For panel D, decoding error is normalized on a single-session basis to the same-trial decoding.
Errorbars indicate SEM over subjects (n = 4).
spectrum along which the number of trials used to estimate tuning curves is systematically varied. Overall, 285 decoding performance increased as more trials were included, with diminishing returns for larger numbers 286 of trials ( Figure 6 ). As expected from the results in the previous sections, these overall performance gains 287 in absolute and relative decoding accuracy depended on the amount of smoothing, with the largest gains for 288 larger smoothing.
289
The results up to this point raise an obvious question: why does decoding performance depend on the way the 290 data is split between encoding and decoding (training and testing) sets? There are two major possibilities. benefiting more from including more trials.
The first one is overfitting, which assumes that estimating encoding models from a single trial includes 292 fitting a certain amount of noise which generalizes poorly to other trials. In this scenario, including more 293 trials would lead to averaging out of some of this noise, improving performance as shown above ( Figure   294 6). However, a further, non-exclusive possibility is that the encoding model (the mapping between position 295 along the track and neural activity) is not constant across trials. To test this idea, we plotted single-trial 296 decoding performance as a function of the "distance" between the encoding and decoding trials (this can 297 be visualized by shifting the matrix in Figure 3C horizontally, away from its shown configuration with a 298 distance of one trial to distances of multiple trials).
299 Figure 7 shows that both raw and relative decoding error (normalized within-session to same-trial decoding) 300 tended to increase with larger distance between the encoding and decoding trial (linear mixed model with 301 subject-specific intercepts; effect of trial distance F = 10.13, p = 0.0017 for parameters with the smallest 302 effect). In other words, decoding was more accurate when using tuning curves estimated from a "near" trial, 303 19 compared to using tuning curves from a "far" trial. However, it should be noted that pinpointing the source 304 of this effect is challenging, given that aspects of behavior such as average running speed and path stereotypy 305 tend to change over the course of a session, in a manner likely correlated with trial distance (elapsed time) in 306 this experiment. In attempt to control for such changes, we fitted linear mixed models with subject-specific 307 intercepts to the data with decoding error as the dependent variable for each pair of trials (a decoding "target" 308 trial, and an encoding "source" trial). For each such pair we included not only (1) the trial distance (number 309 of trials) and (2) the time difference (between trial start times) as the key regressors of interest, but also 310 (3) the difference in distance run, and (4) the difference in length (in time) between the trials in the pair.
311
Even after the behavioral variables (3) and (4) were included in the model, either trial distance (1) Figure 8A-B) . Apart from the overall difference in raw decoding error across data splits, there were clear 326 differences in how error was distributed across locations: for next-trial and leave-one-out decoding, error 327 Figure 7 : Decoding error as a function of the distance (in number of trials) for single-trials decoding. A trial distance of 0 means that the same trial is used for encoding (estimating tuning curves) and decoding; a trial distance of +1 means that the next trial is used for encoding, and so on. Raw decoding error (A) and decoding error normalized within sessions to same-trial decoding error (B) tended to increase with larger trial distances. C and D show the same data but for absolute distance, i.e. previous and next-trial decoding are both distance 1. In order to have sufficient numbers of trial pairs to perform this analysis, trial pairs on which at least 20% of samples could be decoded were included (unlike the 80% threshold used for all other results; see Methods).
tended to increase at the start and end of the track. In contrast, for same-trial decoding, this effect was not 328 apparent at the start of the track. Smaller differences between the same-trial and leave-one-out were also ap-329 parent, such as an increase in decoding error around the choice point. Next, we plotted the confusion matrix 330 of actual and decoded locations for the different data splits ( Figure 8C) . Apart from the overall difference in Figure 4 ). Column layout is as in Figure 4) , with same-trial decoding on the left, next-trial in the center, and leave-one-out on the right. A shows the raw decoding error, B
shows within-session Z-scored (across space) error. Importantly, these distributions are different;
for instance, the next-trial and leave-one-out distributions show increases in error at the start and end of the track not seen in the same-trial distribution. C: confusion matrices for actual and decoded position, averaged across sessions. Note the distortion away from the diagonal apparent in the leave-one-out distribution (white arrow) not present in the same-trial case.
In general, there are a number of obvious potential explanations for non-uniform distributions of decod-335 ing accuracy, such as differences in the density of place fields and variability in behavior. However, these 336 would be expected to affect both tautological and cross-validated decoding, when the results show strikingly 337 different patterns of decoding accuracy for those cases ( Figure 8B) . To determine what aspects of the data 338 could help account for the observed nonuniformity in cross-validated decoding, we plotted several quantities 339 related to behavior and neural activity as a function of location (Figure 9 ). Both average occupancy and 340 its variability across trials were non-uniform ( Figure 9A-B) with more sampling around the midpoint of the 341 track compared to the start and end. The average firing rate of neurons with place fields and the number of 342 place fields across the track also showed distributions that did not seem clearly related to decoding accuracy 343 ( Figure 9C-D) .
344
Based on the intuition that cross-validated decoding accuracy depends on the degree of consistency in be- This study contributes two advances to the methodology for decoding internally generated neural activity.
357
First, we show that using different data splits for the estimation of the encoding model (tuning curves) and the implications for the interpretation of covert activity. Specifically, different data splits did not affect decoding 364 performance uniformly across different positions, resulting in biases that need to be taken into account when 365 interpreting decoded "replay" data. The second contribution of this study is that for all data splits, decoding 366 error can be substantially reduced by relatively minimal smoothing, an observation well known in other 367 24 fields, but not yet systematically applied to hippocampal data.
368
Both these contributions help address the question of how we should decode and interpret internally gen-369 erated, covert activity such as occurs in hippocampal "replay" during rest and offline states. The analyses 370 presented here were performed on data from rats running on a T-maze, rather than on covert activity directly.
371
However, the crucial conceptual connection between these two is the following: because the true mapping 372 from neural activity to decoded locations that applies to internally generated activity is typically unknown 373 (see the section below for further discussion), this mapping should be optimized for generalization perfor-374 mance. Operationally, we mimic the decoding of such covert sequences by pretending that we do not know 375 the true encoding model for specific trials on the track -by leaving out these trials in our analysis -essen-376 tially treating them as covert sequences, but with the advantage that in this case, we can go back and evaluate 377 decoding performance.
378
To provide a specific example of how insights obtained from this procedure apply to the interpretation of 379 decoding internally generated activity: suppose we used such decoded locations to detect sequences de-380 picting coherent trajectories along the track. We may find that these "replays" preferentially included the 381 decision point at the middle of the track, rather than the ends of the track. We may be tempted to report 382 this as a finding of interest, perhaps with an interpretation emphasizing prioritized replay as a mechanism 383 useful for reinforcement learning (Schaul et al., 2015; Gershman and Daw, 2017) . However, Figure 8 should 384 make it clear that, in the data set used here, such a bias is a straightforward consequence of the increase in 385 cross-validated decoding error at both ends of the track. Crucially, if we had used same-trial decoding error 386 instead, there would not be any indication of a bias favoring the decision point.
387
Similar to the above example, it is common to use decoding analyses to support a comparison between "re-388 play" of different experimental conditions or spatially distinct areas on the track, such as the left and right 389 arms of a T-maze (Gupta et al., 2010; Bendor and Wilson, 2012; Ólafsdóttir et al., 2015) . In such compar-390 isons, it is crucial to ensure that differences of interest in decoded trajectory counts cannot be attributed to 391 25 intrinsic differences in ability to decode such sequences (e.g. as a result of different distributions of firing 392 fields across locations, firing rates, etc). A common way to control for this is to compare decoding accuracy 393 during behavior across the conditions to be compared; our results show that such measures can differ sub-394 stantially when based on tautological or cross-validated decoding. Thus, in this setting, as in the previous 395 example, the cross-validated decoding error provides an important null hypothesis: the distribution of replay 396 content expected from the decoder's ability to generalize to neural activity not in the training set.
397
Note that we are not suggesting any changes to the decoding of "replay" activity itself: this can be done 398 with tuning curves obtained from the full set of behavioral data, because replay activity is not included in 399 the tuning curves. Rather, we point out that the interpretation of the replay decoding results should take the 400 cross-validated, not tautological, decoding accuracy during behavior on into account. Whether or not any 401 observed bias in cross-validated decoding error presents a problem depends on the alternative hypothesis 402 to be tested against the potentially non-uniform null hypothesis provided by cross-validated decoding error.
403
Following the example above: the observed bias in cross-validated decoding error to be lower around the 404 choice point of the T-maze casts doubt on the alternative hypothesis that uniform experience is transformed 405 into preferential replay of choice points. However, this same bias may not matter for determining whether 406 there exists a difference between the number of observed "left" and "right" replays.
407
We found that generalization error depends on the number of trials used to estimate the encoding model, with 408 trial numbers up to the 10 tested generally resulting in lower error. This is intuitive, as a noisy, corrupted 409 tuning curve will lead to a less effective decoder than an accurate one. Note that this implies that when 410 comparing replay content across conditions as in the examples above, the amount of data used to estimate 411 tuning curves should be equalized to eliminate bias due to this effect. As the number of trials used for cross-412 validation becomes larger, the difference with all-to-all decoding becomes proportionally smaller. Thus, the 413 importance of reporting cross-validated error is especially key when smaller numbers of encoding trials are 414 used, a situation we expect to become more common due to factors such as more complex environments 415 that limit behavioral sampling, and limitations in imaging time due to photobleaching of reporter molecules 416 26 (Rubin et al., 2015; Malvache et al., 2016) .
417
More trials do not always make for a better encoding model, however; this is illustrated by our observation 418 that decoding error increased when using trials that occurred further apart in time (Figure 7) . As we could
